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Two main messages for today

1. We are reviewing papers the wrong way and it 
has corrupted the incentive structure in science

2. Study preregistration and Registered Reports 
can help fix this problem 
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What’s best for 
science

High quality research, 
regardless of outcome

What’s best for 
scientists

Producing a lot of 
publishable results

Science has an incentive problem

see Nosek, Spies & Motyl (2012). Perspectives on Psychological Science, 7(6): 615–631



What happens when researchers are pressured 
to get publishable results?

Publication bias – suppression 
of negative or complex findings

© Dario Battisti

Significance chasing – “p-
hacking”, selective reporting 

Changing the hypothesis to 
fit the results – hypothesizing 
after results are known (HARK)

Low statistical power –
quantity of papers over quality

Lack of replication – seen as 
boring, lacking in intellectual 
prowess

Lack of data sharing – no 
time, too hard, no incentive



Generate 
and specify 
hypotheses

Design study

Collect dataAnalyse data & 
test hypotheses

Interpret data

Publish or conduct 
next experiment

Publication bias

Lack of data sharing

Low statistical power

p hacking

p hacking

Lack of 

replication

1 in 1000 papers
Makel et al (2012)

~50% chance to 
detect medium effects
Cohen (1962); Sedlmeier and 
Gigerenzer (1989); Bezeau 
and Graves (2001)

~50-100% prevalence
John et al (2012)

~50-90% prevalence
John et al (2012)
Kerr (1998)

~92% 
positive Fanelli 

(2010)

~70% failure
Wicherts et al (2006)

The problem



Why is this happening?

Because we place too much importance on the results of 
experiments and not enough on the processes that produce them

Results make science exciting but judging the quality of science 
(and scientists) according to the results is “soft” science



Can we fix this? Yes
Philosophy:

What gives hypothesis-testing its scientific value is 

• the QUESTION it asks

• the QUALITY of the method it uses

• never the RESULT it produces

If we accept this philosophy then editorial decisions at 
journals should be blind to results



Registered Reports

Four central aspects of the Registered Reports model:

• Part of the peer review process takes place before experiments are 
conducted

• Passing this stage of review virtually guarantees publication

• Original studies and high-value replications are welcome

• Researchers decide hypotheses, experimental procedures, and main 
analyses before data collection



Authors submit STAGE 1 manuscript with 
Introduction, Proposed Methods & 

Analyses, and Pilot Data (if applicable)

Stage 1 peer review

If reviews are positive then journal 
offers in-principle acceptance (IPA), 

regardless of study outcome
(protocol not published yet)

How it works

Are the hypotheses well founded?

Are the methods and proposed 
analyses feasible and sufficiently 
detailed?

Is the study well powered? (≥90%)

Have the authors included sufficient 
positive controls to confirm that the 
study will provide a fair test?



How it works

Stage 2 peer review Did the authors follow the 
approved  protocol?

Did positive controls succeed?

Are the conclusions justified by 
the data?Manuscript published!

Authors do the research

Authors resubmit completed STAGE 2 manuscript:
• Introduction and Methods (virtually unchanged)
• Results (new): Registered confirmatory analyses 

+ unregistered exploratory analyses
• Discussion (new)
• Data deposited in a public archive



None of these things matter



http://www.journals.elsevier.com/cortex/virtual-special-issues/virtual-special-issue-registered-reports

Some published examples at Cortex

See also:
Social Psychology special issue: http://econtent.hogrefe.com/toc/zsp/45/3

Perspectives on Psychological Science: http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/replication/ongoing-projects

http://www.journals.elsevier.com/cortex/virtual-special-issues/virtual-special-issue-registered-reports
http://econtent.hogrefe.com/toc/zsp/45/3
http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/replication/ongoing-projects
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1. Are Registered Reports suitable for all sciences?

• Applicable to any field engaged in hypothesis-driven research where one or more of 
the following problems apply:

• Publication bias

• Significance chasing

• Post hoc hypothesizing (hindsight bias, HARKing)

• Low statistical power

• Lack of direct replication

• Lack of data sharing

A few FAQS

• Not applicable for

• Purely exploratory science 

• Methods development
} No hypothesis testing
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2. How are Registered Reports different from other forms 
of preregistration, such as in clinical trials?

• Guaranteed publication of the outcomes prevents publication bias

• Rigorous peer review of the protocol prevents vague specification of statistical 
methods or study variables, e.g. outcome measures

• Continuity of peer review between protocol and published paper ensures that the 
protocol is part of the final paper

A few FAQS

Prevents ‘hidden outcome switching’ and other forms of researcher bias, e.g. Ben 
Goldacre et al http://compare-trials.org/

Ramagopalan S, Skingsley AP, Handunnetthi L et al. 
Prevalence of primary outcome changes in clinical 
trials registered on ClinicalTrials.gov: a cross-
sectional study [version 1; referees: 3 approved]. 
F1000Research 2014, 3:77

http://compare-trials.org/


3. How long does the review process take?

A few FAQS

• At Cortex:

• ~8-10 weeks to complete Stage 1 review, not including time taken for authors 
to revise manuscript

• ~2-4 weeks to complete Stage 2 review

4. What is the acceptance rate?

• For standard (unregistered) research articles, the rejection rate is 90%

• For Registered Reports, only 10% of submissions that pass editorial triage (and 
proceed to in-depth Stage 1 review) are rejected

5. Are Registered Reports suitable for early career researchers? 

• YES – they send a clear signal that you’re a scientist who cares about transparency and 
reproducibility; not just “playing the game” but seeking to make real discoveries

• Going for post doc jobs, what you do think will look better on your CV?

A) Bunch of papers listed as “in preparation”, “submitted”, “submitted to Nature” 

B) Bunch of papers listed as “provisionally accepted at [Journal]”



7. “What’s to stop Registered Reports from becoming a dumping 
ground for inconclusive null results?”

8. “Won’t this limit the exploration or serendipitous findings?”

• a priori power requirements (≥90%) increase reproducibility of all findings

• Bayesian methods welcomed (B<0.33 or B>3 for substantial evidence). A 
specialist Bayes editor has been appointed at Cortex (Zoltan Dienes)

6. “What’s to stop researchers from ‘pre-registering’ a study 
that they have already conducted?”

• Time-stamped raw data files must be submitted at Stage 2 with basic lab log and 
certification from all authors that data was collected after provisional acceptance

• Submitting a completed study at Stage 1 would therefore be fraud

• Strategy would backfire anyway when reviewers ask for protocol amendments

• Registered Reports are not an anti-fraud measure

• The are no restrictions on the reporting of unregistered exploratory analyses.

• Confirmatory and exploratory analyses will simply be labeled correctly

A few FAQS
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Challenges of Registered Reports

Compatibility with timeline of student research

• Possible solution: Daisy Chain model in which student spends their final year 
undergraduate project on two simultaneous (or near simultaneous) tasks:

• Preparing and submitting a detailed Stage 1 RR; including experience of peer 
review process; intensive training in deductive hypothesis testing

• Implementing the provisionally accepted Stage 1 RR submitted by the previous
year’s student

Compatibility with limited samples sizes of much student research

• Solution: consortia-based undergraduate projects

Ethics committees 

• Managing possible back-and-forth between Ethics Committee and journal at Stage 1
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Going even further…

Can we integrate clinical trial registration, ethical review, grant funding and Registered 
Reports?

• Possible solution: Registered Reports funding model

• Authors submit their research proposal before they have funding. 

• Following simultaneous review by the both the funder and the journal, the 
strongest proposals would be offered financial support by the funder AND 
in-principle acceptance for publication by the journal.



Journals offering Registered Reports:

* Special issue



Registered Reports at Royal Society Open Science

Now available in all STEM areas, from physics to psychology

http://rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/registered-reports

http://rsos.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/registered-reports
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Registered Reports at Nature Human Behaviour



Information Hub at the Center for Open Science

https://cos.io/rr/

Google “registered reports” – top hit
For more info, email me (chambersc1@cardiff.ac.uk) or David Mellor at the COS (david@cos.io)

• Detailed FAQs
• Table comparing journal features

mailto:chambersc1@cardiff.ac.uk
mailto:david@cos.io
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